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S87A,B,C,D,J,K 
DIRECT SPARK IGNITION CONTROL MODULE

APPLICATION
The S87 is a low voltage, solid state, direct spark ignition 
control module for gas-fired furnaces, boilers and heating 
appliances. Models are available with or without a prepurge 
timer. The S87 controls the gas valve, monitors the main 
burner flame and generates a high voltage for spark ignition. 

FEATURES
• S87A uses a single electrode for spark ignition and flame 

sensing. Use only with Resideo gas controls designed for 
OSI application: V845, V854, VR845, VR854, VR8450 and 
VR8540.

• S87B uses a single electrode for spark ignition and flame 
sensing. Use with any gas control designed for OSI 
application that is rated at 2.0 A or less. Includes optional 
alarm circuit for use on system safety lockout

• S87C uses separate electrodes for spark ignition and 
flame sensing. Use only with Resideo gas controls 
designed for OSI application: V845, V854, VR845, VR854, 
VR8450 and VR8540. For direct replacement of S825C. 
See page 3.

• S87D uses separate electrodes for spark ignition and 
flame sensing. Use with any gas control designed for OSI 
application that is rated at 2.0 A or less. Includes optional 
alarm circuit. For direct replacement of S825D. See page 
3.

• S87J uses a single electrode for spark ignition and flame 
sensing. Use with any gas control designed for OSI 
application that is rated at 2.0 A or less. Includes a 30 
second (minimum) delay for use with system prepurge.

• S87K uses separate electrodes for spark ignition and 
flame sensing. Use with any gas control designed for OSI 
application that is rated at 2.0 A or less. Includes a 30 
second (minimum) delay for use with system prepurge.

• External, replaceable fuse protects system transÂformer 
and temperature controller.

• Automatic system lockout after trial-for-ignition if 
malfunction exists or main burner flame fails to ignite. All 
models available with 4, 6, 11, or 21 second (nominal) 
lockout time.

• Compact, solid state components for accurate, long-
lasting performance.

• Convenient remote start procedure; after safety 
shutdown, control module can be reset from the 
temperature controller.

• Low voltage control circuit reduces wiring costs.
• Uses flame rectification principle to prove presence of 

main burner flame; false flame signal resulting from short 
to ground results in safety shutdown. 
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SPECIFICATIONS
IMPORTANT:

The specifications given in this publication do not 
include normal manufacturing tolerances. There-
fore, this unit may not match the listed specifica-
tions exactly. Also, this product is tested and 
calibrated under closely controlled conditions, and 
some minor differences in performance can be 
expected if those conditions are changed. 

The S87 Direct Spark Ignition Control Module controls a 
Direct Spark Ignition (DSI) gas heating system. A 
combination gas control spark igniter, flame sensor, 
thermostat or temperature controller, temperature limit 
controller and 25 Vac transformer complete the DSI system. 

The S87 performs the following functions when the 
thermostat calls for heat:

1. The S87 J and K models provide a 30 second prepurge 
(delay on start-up). 

2. All models check for a false flame condition (short to 
ground). Module will lock out if false flame condition is 
present Reset is manually done from the thermostat 

3. Generates 30,000 volts (open circuit) at the spark
igniter stud for direct ignition of the main burner. 

4. Opens the main gas control valve.

5. Senses the presence of main burner flame and discon-
tinues ignition spark. If the burner fails to ignite within 
the trial-for-ignition period, the S87 goes into safety 
lockout. Reset is manually done from the thermostat 

6. On a loss of power, the S87 allows the system to shut 
down safely. Start-up is initiated when power is 
restored. 

7. On a loss of main burner flame, the timed trial-forigni-
tion is repeated. Safety lockout occurs if flame is not 
reestablished within the trial-for-ignition period. Reset 
is manually done from the thermostat 

Models: See Table 1. 

Electrical Ratings: 
Voltage and Frequency: 25 Vac, 60 Hz.
Current Rating: 0.2 A at 25 Vac. 
Valve Contacts (S87B,D,J,K): 2.0 A at 25 Vac.
Alarm Contacts (S87B,D): 0.5 A at 25 Vac. 

Thermostat Heat Anticipator Setting: 0.2 A plus valve current 
draw. 

Safety Lockout Timing: 4, 6, 11, 21 sec (nominal). Specify 
when ordering. 

Flame Failure Reignition Time: 0.8 sec maximum. 

Flame Current Signal Required: 1.5 μ dc minimum. See 
Table 1 for recommended flame sensors. 

a Valve used must be designed for DSI application.
b These models have an alarm circuit
c Single electrode for spark ignition and flame sensing.
d S87C can be used for direct field replacement of S825A,C. S87D can be used for direct field replacement of S825A-D. 
e Separate spark igniter and flame sensor mounted on a common bracket
f Includes a 30 second (minimum) prepurge timer.

Spark Generator Voltage: 30,000 V open circuit. See Table 1 
for spark igniter. 

Ignition Cable: 
Type: See Table 2. Maximum length, 3 ft. [0.9 m]. 
Connectors: snap-spring, 1/4 in. [6.4 mm] diameter. 

Mounting: Mounts in any position. See Fig. 1.

Dimensions: See Fig. 1. 

Ambient Temperature Rating: -40 F to 175 F [-40 C to 79 C]. 

Table 1. S87 Models.

Model No. Spark Igniter Flame Sensor Valve Requireda

S87A Q347Bc Resideo V845, V854, VR845, VR854, VR8450, VR8540

S87Bb,Jf Q347Bc Any DSI valve rated up to 2.0 A maximum 

S87Cd Q347A or Q330 (1) Q354A Resideo V845, V854, VR845, VR854, VR8450, VR8540

Q342e

Q361e

S87Db,d,Kf 
Q347A Q354A Any DSI valve rated up to 2.0 A maximum 

Q342e

Q361e

Table 2. Recommended Ignition Cable.

Cable Type
RMS Voltage 

Rating

Temperature Rating

F C

UL Style 3217 10,000 302 150

UL Style 3257 10,000 482 250
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Relative Humidity Rating: 5 to 95 percent at 90 F [32 C]. 

Prepurge Timing (S87J,K): 30 seconds, minimum; 
45 seconds, maximum. 

Wiring Connections: 1/4 in. [6.4 mm] male, quick-connect 
terminals for system component connections, 3/16 in. [4.8 
mm] male, quick connect terminal for alarm connection, 
and 1/4 in. [6.4 mm] diameter stud base for ignition cable.

Underwriters Laboratories Inc. Listed: File No. MH11790. 

American Gas Association Certified: No. 20-148.

Canadian Gas Association Certified: No. 1029-ABl-5037A 

Replacement Part: 3 A fuse. 

Fig. 1. Dimensions of S87 in in. [mm].

INSTALLATION

When Installing this Control Module...
1. Read these instructions carefully. Failure to follow 

them could damage the product or cause a hazardous 
condition. 

2. Check the ratings given in the instructions and on the 
product to make sure it is suitable for your application. 

3. The installer must be a trained, experienced service 
technician. 

4. After installation is complete, check out system opera-
tion.

CAUTION
1. Disconnect power supply before wiring the S87 to 

prevent electrical shock or equipment damage.
2. If a new gas control is to be installed, turn off gas 

supply before starting installation. Be sure to 
conduct a Gas Leak Test after the gas control is 
installed (follow manufacturer's instructions or see 
instructions on page 8).

IMPORTANT
lf this is a replacement application, follow the appli-
ance manufacturer's instructions if available. The 
manufacturer usually provides wiring diagrams, 
start:-UP and checkout instructions and service 
procedures for their system. If the manufacturer's 
instructions are not available, the information below 
may be used as a general guide. 

Mount the S87 Control Module 
Select a location within 3 ft [0.9 m] of the burner that will 
permit a direct cable route to the spark igniter or 
igniter/sensor. Ready access to the S87 terminals is 
necessary for wiring and servicing. Do not exceed the 
ambient temperature rating given in “Specifications” on 
page 2. 

The S87 may be mounted in any position. See Fig. 1 for 
mounting dimensions. Use No. 6-32 machine screws or No. 8 
sheet metal screws 1 inch long for fastening. Fasten 
securely. 

Mount The Auxiliary Controls 
Mount the spark igniter, flame sensor, thermostat, 
transformer, gas control and any other auxiliary controls 
according to the manufacturer's instructions. 

NOTE: S87B, D, and K installations require a transformer 
rated to handle both the S87 current and gas valve 
current. Table 3 shows the transformer rating nec-
essary for various valves. S87 A, C and J installa-
tions require a transformer with a rating of at least 
30 VA. 
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WIRING

General Precautions
1. Check the wiring diagram furnished by the heating 

appliance manufacturer, if available, for circuits differ-
ing from the ones shown. Carefully follow any special 
instructions affecting the general procedures outlined 
below.

2. All wiring must comply with applicable electrical codes 
and ordinances.

3. Disconnect the power supply before wiring to prevent 
electrical shock or equipment damage.

4. If installing a separate Q354A flame sensor, the sensor 
leadwire should be kept as short as possible and 
should not be allowed to rest against grounded metal 
surfaces.

5. A common ground is required for the S87, the spark 
igniter and the main burner. The 25 V (GND) terminal 
internally grounds one side of the transformer. Any 
auxiliary controls or limits must not be in the grounded 
leg.

6. Ignition cable should not touch any metal surface or 
current-carrying wires. It must not be more than 3 ft 
[0.9 m] long.

7. Do not short valve terminals as this may burn out the 
temperature controller, the transformer or the S87 fuse.

Wire the S87 Control Module 
1. Connect system components to the S87 terminals as 

shown in the wiring diagrams, Fig. 2-9. Refer to the 
heating appliance manufacturer's instructions for wir-
ing any other auxiliary controls. 

NOTE: Use only recommended ignition cable (see 
Table 2) to connect the S87 with the spark 
igniter. Cable must not run in continuous con-
tact with a metal surface or spark voltage will 
be greatly reduced; use ceramic standoff 
brackets if necessary. Cable length must not 
exceed 3 ft [0.9 m]. 

2. Adjust thermostat heat anticipator to match system 
current draw. The current draw equals the total current 
required for the S87 (0.2 A) plus the gas valve and all 

other 24 V control loads (vent dampers, prepurge 
relays, etc.). Gas valve must be designed for DSI appli-
cation.

Grounding S87, Spark Igniter and Main 
Burner
For the system to operate properly, spark igniter, flame 
sensor and S87 control module must share a common 
ground with the main burner. Use thermoplastic insulated 
wire with a minimum rating of 105 C [221 F] for the ground 
wire; asbestos insulation is not acceptable. If necessary, use 
a shield to protect the wire from radiant heat generated by 
the burner. Connect the ground wire as follows. 

1. Fit one end of the ground wire with a female 1/4 in. 
quick-connect terminal and connect it to the male 
quick-connect GND (BURNER) terminal on the S87 
control module. 

2. Strip the other end of the wire and fasten it under the 
igniter bracket mounting screw. If necessary, use a 
shield to protect the ground wire from radiant heat. The 
burner serves as the common grounding area. 

NOTE: It is not necessary that the burner is “earth” 
grounded.

Fig. 2. S87A in typical hookup for direct spark ignition 
heating system. See Fig. 14 for system schematic diagram.

Table 3. Transformer Ratings for S87B, D, K and Dual Valve 
Combination Gas Control.

Minimum VA 
Rating (25 V 
transformer)

Total Valve Current 
(in amperes)

S87B,D,K Current 
(in amperes)

20 up to 0.6 0.2 

30 0.6 to 1.0 0.2 

40 1.0 to 1.4 0.2 

55 1.4 to 2.0 0.2 
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Fig. 3. S87B in typical hookup for direct spark ignition 
heating system. See Fig. 15 for system schematic diagram.

Fig. 4. S87C in typical hookup for direct spark ignition 
heating system. See Fig. 16 for system schematic diagram.
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Fig. 5. S87D in typical hookup for direct spark ignition 
heating system. See Fig. 17 for system schematic diagram.

Fig. 6. S87J in typical hookup for direct spark ignition 
heating system with prepurge blower connection. See Fig. 18 

for system schematic. 
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Fig. 7. S87K in typical hookup for direct spark ignition 
heating system with prepurge blower connection. See Fig. 19 

for system schematic. 
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Fig. 8. S87 in typical heat-cool application with direct spark ignition heating system.

Fig. 9. S87 in typical two-stage direct spark ignition heating system.
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STARTUP AND CHECKOUT
The following start-up and checkout procedures are basic to 
all S87 control modules. If this is a replacement application, 
refer to the specific instructions provided by the heating 
appliance manufacturer (if available). Also, since the auxiliary 
controls used on any DSI system may differ, refer to the 
manufacturer's instructions for checkout and start-up 
procedures for other system components. 

NOTE: If one of the system components fail, the S87 will 
either not operate or it will go into safety lockout 
(depending on the type of failure). If the system 
does not perform as outlined in the steps in “Start 
System” on page 9 and “Check Safety Lockout” on 
page 9, refer to “Service” on page 11 to determine 
the cause. 

Gas Leak Test 
If the gas control has been replaced as part of the S87 
installation, perform the following test for gas leaks. 

WARNING
The gas leak test must be performed to avoid 
possible explosion or fire. 

With the main burner in operation, paint the pipe joints and 
valve gasket lines with a rich soap and water solution. 
Bubbles indicate a gas leak. To stop leak, tighten joints and 
screws or replace the gasket. Never use a flame to check for 
gas leaks. 

Start System
1. Turn on the power and the gas supply.
2. Set thermostat to call for heat and watch for spark at 

the igniter. (S87J and K models have a 30 second delay 
on start-up for prepurge.) Time the length of the spark 
operation; it must be within the lockout timing period 
(see Table 4).

3. Check that the system starts as follows: Spark turns 
on, gas valve opens at once, and burner ignites after 
gas reaches the main burner. Once burner flame is 
established, spark igniter cuts off. 

NOTE: If the gas control has been replaced or serviced, 
lightoff may not be satisfactory until air has been 
purged from the gas line or the gas input and com-
bustion air have been adjusted (see manufacturer's 
instructions).

Check Safety Lockout 
1. With the system power off and the thermostat set to 

call for heat, manually shut off the gas supply. 
2. Turn power on to energize the S87 and begin spark 

ignition, immediately start timing. 
3. Determine the number of seconds to safety lockout 

(spark cutoff). It should not exceed the time shown in 
Table 4. 

4. After spark cutoff, manually reopen gas supply cock. 
No gas should flow to the main burner. 

5. Reset system as described below.

Reset S87 After Safety Lockout 
If the control goes into safety lockout, it will remain locked 
out until the system is reset. 

To reset the system, adjust the thermostat setting below 
room temperature, wait 30 seconds, and move the 
thermostat setting up to call for heat. Normal ignition should 
occur as described in “Start System” on page 9. 

Checkout 
Start system and observe operation through at least one 
complete cycle to make certain all controls are operating 
safely. 

OPERATION
The S87 control module performs the following basic 
functions: 
• Provides a 30 second (minimum) system prepurge—S87 J 

and K models only.
• Supplies power to the electronic pulse-generator circuit 

for the spark igniter (30,000 volts, open circuit).
• Allows up to 35 seconds (maximum) for ignition before 

system safety lockout occurs (see Table 4).
• Senses the burner flame for safe lighting.
• Shuts off spark after burner is lit

The S87 is powered by a 25 V transformer and activated 
when the thermostat calls for heat Operation is as follows 
(refer to Fig. 10). 

On every call for heat (system start), the S87J and K will delay 
start-up to provide a 30 second (minimum) system prepurge. 
After 30 seconds, the operation is the same as all other S87 
models. 

When the S87 is activated by a thermostat call for heat, an 
internal transformer provides power to the electronic 
generator circuit for spark ignition and the safety lockout 
timing begins. At the same time, the S87 opens the gas 
control's main valves which allows gas to flow to the main 
burner. 

Power is supplied to the spark generator until: 
• the main burner lights and flame sensor current reaches 

1.5 μA, or
• the safety lockout timing period ends.

Table 4. S87 Lockout Times.

Specified S87 Lockout Time 
(stamped on S87 control 

module)
Safety Lockout Time Should 

Not Exceed

4.0 sec. 5.0 sec. 

6.0 sec. 7.0 sec. 

11.0 sec. 15.0 sec. 

21.0 sec. 35.0 sec. 
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If the main burner lights, a flame sensing circuit is completed 
through the flame to the burner head to ground. This current 
flow sets the safety lockout timer to the reset (normal) 
condition and interrupts the spark ignition circuit Should the 
current flow be interrupted; i.e., flame-out condition, the trial-
for-ignition begins again.

The S87 will keep the gas control main valve open as long as 
there is a call for heat and current through the flame sensing 
circuit If, however, the safety lockout timing period ends 
before the main burner lights or the flame sensor establishes 
enough current, the system will go into safety lockout 

When the system goes into safety lockout, power to the spark 
generator is interrupted, the gas control circuit is interrupted 
and the alarm circuit (S87B and D only) is completed. The 
system will stay locked out until it is reset by moving the 
thermostat set point below room temperature, no call for 
heat, for 30 seconds. Then, re-energize the system by moving 
the thermostat set point 5 F [3 C] above room temperature. 
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Fig. 10. Normal system sequence of operation.

SERVICE
IMPORTANT

1. Only persons trained and experienced in OSI sys-
tems should service this equipment.

2. If a condition exists that causes the S87 control 
module to go into safety lockout, meter readings 
must be taken quickly after restartwithin trial-for-
ignition period.

3. Always de-energize the system for at least 30 sec-

onds before recycling for further tests.
4. Always turn off gas supply before performing igni-

tion checks.
5. S87 control module cannot be repaired. If the trou-

bleshooting procedure indicates a malfunction in 
the S87, it must be replaced.

6. The following service procedures are for the S87 
and basic DSI systems. On all installations, refer to 
the appliance manufacturer's service instructions.
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Preliminary Check 
The following checks should be made before troubleshooting 
the system. 

1. Check for power to the heating appliance and the S87. 
Voltage to S87 should be between 20.5 and 28.5 Vac. 

2. Check fuse on S87 control module and replace if blown. 
3. Make certain that the manual shutoff valve in the sup-

ply line and the gas cock knob on the combination gas 
control valve are open. 

4. Make certain that all wiring connections are clean and 
tight. 

5. Make certain the S87 is not in safety lockout. De-ener-
gize the system by moving the thermostat set point 
below room temperature. Wait at least 30 seconds and 
re-energize the system by moving the thermostat set 
point 5 F [3 CJ above room temperature. Return set 
point to normal temperature setting. 

6. Check ceramic insulator on flame sensor, spark igniter 
or igniter/sensor. A cracked insulator will allow current 
to leak to ground. Replace device if insulator is 
cracked. 

7. Check the flame sensor and its mounting bracket. Cor-
rect the position if bent out of shape. 

8. Review the S87 normal sequence of operation. See 
“Start System” on page 9. 

S87 Component Checks 

Spark Ignition Circuit 
The step-up transformer in the S87 provides spark ignition at 
30,000 volts (open circuit). To check the spark ignition circuit, 
proceed as follows. 

1. Shut off gas supply to the gas control.
2. Disconnect the ignition cable at the S87 stud terminal 

to isolate the circuit from the spark igniter or 
igniter/sensor. Prepare a short jumper lead, using 
heavily insulated wire such as ignition cable. 

CAUTION
In the next step, DO NOT allow fingers to touch either 
the stripped end of the jumper or the stud terminal. 
This is a very high voltage circuit and electrical shock 
can result. 

3. Perform this test immediately upon energizing the sys-
tem—before the S87 goes into safety lockout and inter-
rupts the spark circuit. Touch one end of the jumper 
firmly to the S87 GND terminal. (DO NOT remove the 
existing ground lead.) Slowly move the other end of the 
jumper wire toward the stud terminal on the S87 to 
establish a spark. Pull the wire away from the stud and 
note the length of gap at which spark discontinues. 

4. A spark length of 1/8 inch [3 mm] or more indicates 
satisfactory voltage output. If no arc can be estab-
lished or the maximum spark is less than 1/8 in. 
[3 mm], and power to the S87 input terminals was 
proved, replace the S87. 

Ignition Cable 
Check the electrical continuity of the ignition cable and make 
certain the cable is not in contact with metal surfaces. The 
total cable length should not exceed 3 ft [0.9 m]. A loose 
connection to the spark igniter or igniter/sensor may not 
conduct a flame signal even though spark ignition is 
satisfactory. Check connections to the stud terminal on the 
S87 and the boot connection to the igniter/sensor. Make 
certain they are clean and tight. 

Grounding Connections 
A common ground is required for the burner, spark igniter or 
igniter/sensor mounting bracket and the GND (burner) 
terminal of the S87. If ground is poor or erratic, safety 
shutdown may occur occasionally even though operation is 
normal at time of checkout. Therefore, if nuisance shutdowns 
have been reported, be sure to check ground connections. 

Electrical ground connections at the spark igniter or 
igniter/sensor and the S87 must be clean and tight. If 
leadwire is damaged or deteriorated, use only No. 14 or 
No. 18 gauge, moisture-resistant, thermoplastic insulated 
wire with 105 C [221 F] minimum rating as replacement. 

Flame Sensor Circuit 
The S87 provides ac power to the igniter/sensor (on S87 A, B 
and J) or the flame sensor (on S87C, D and K) which the 
burner flame rectifies to direct current. If the flame signal 
back to the S87 is less than 1.5 μA de, the system will lock 
out. 

The output of the flame sensing circuit cannot be checked 
directly on the S87. Check the flame sensing circuit directly 
by checking the flame sensing current from the sensor to the 
S87 as follows. 

1. Connect a meter (dc microammeter scale) in series 
with the flame signal ground wire as shown in Fig. 11. 
Use the W136A Test Meter or equivalent. Disconnect 
the ground wire at the S87. Connect the red (positive) 
meter lead to the tree end of the ground wire. Connect 
the black (negative) meter lead to the quick-connect 
ground terminal on the S87.

2. Restart the system and read the meter. The flame sen-
sor current must be at least 1.5 μA and steady. If the 
reading is less than 1.5 μA or unsteady, see “Low or 
Unsteady Flame Current” on page 13. 

If a flame is present at sensor and a reading of 0 μA is 
obtained, check tor a secondary ground connection to the 
25 V (GND) terminal. If secondary connection exists, 
temporarily remove connection and measure flame current.
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Fig. 11. S87 flame current measurement.

Low or Unsteady Flame Current 
If the current to the S87 flame circuit is less than 1.5 μA or is 
unsteady-check the burner flame, flame sensor location and 
electrical connections as follows. 

BURNER FLAME 
The flame sensor must be constantly immersed in flame. 
Check burner flame conditions as shown in Fig. 12. 

FLAME SENSOR 
The flame signal is best when about 1 in. [25 mm] of flame 
rod is immersed in the burner flame. A bent flame rod, bent 
mounting bracket or cracked ceramic insulator can affect 
flame signal. Replace flame sensor if necessary. 

ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS AND SHORTS 
Connections at the flame sensor must be clean and tight. If 
wiring needs replacement, use moistureresistant No. 18 
wire rated tor continuous duty up to 105 C [221 F]. 

Checkout After Service 
Perform the following steps before leaving the job (described 
in “Checkout” on page 9):
• “Start System” on page 9
• “Check Safety Lockout” on page 9
• “Reset S87 After Safety Lockout” on page 9
Also perform any other checks recommended by the heating 
appliance manufacturer if system components other than the 
S87 were serviced. 

Fig. 12. Check burner flame conditions.

TROUBLESHOOTING
Start the system by setting the thermostat (temperature 
controller) to call tor heat Observe the system response and 
establish the type of malfunction or deviation from normal 
operation by using Fig. 13. 

Use Fig. 13 by following the instructions in the boxes. If the 
condition is true or okay (answer is yes), go down to the next 
box. It the condition is not true or not okay (answer is no), go 
the box at right Continue checking and answering conditions 
in each box until a problem and/or repair is explained. After 
any maintenance or repair, the troubleshooting sequence 
should be repeated until normal system operation is 
obtained. 
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Fig. 13. S87 direct spark ignition system.
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S87 Schematic Diagrams

Fig. 14. S87A simplified system schematic.

Fig. 15. 587B simplified system schematic.
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Fig. 16. S87C simplified system schematic.

Fig. 17. S87D simplified system schematic.
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Fig. 18. S87J simplified system schematic.
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Fig. 19. S87K simplified system schematic.

REPLACING S825 WITH S87

WARNING
The replacement S87 must have the same lockout 
timing as the old control to avoid possible explosion 
and fire hazard. 

CAUTION
Disconnect power to prevent electrical shock or 
equipment damage. 

1. Choose the replacement S87. The replacement must 
have the same lockout timing as the old control.

2. Disconnect the ignition cable and the sensor wire from 
the S825.

3. Disconnect the leads from the quick-connect terminals 
on the S825, marking each lead with the S825 terminal 
name as you remove it.

4. Remove the set aside the S825 module.
5. Mount the S87 in the same location as the S825. Use 

No. 6-32 machine screws or No. 8 sheet metal screws 
1 inch long. Fasten securely.

To Replace Use

S825A S87C or D 

S825B S87D

S825C S87C or D 

S825D S87D
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6. Check the wires and ignition cable. Replace any wires 
that appear cracked or damaged.

7. Make sure the system is firmly grounded to the burner. 
A screw is provided on most burners to simplify  
grounding. If you are uncertain of the existing ground, 
simply run a wire from the GND (BURNER) terminal on 
the S87 to the burner ground screw and attach it firmly. 
More than one ground will not hurt. Earth ground is not 
required with S87.

8. Connect the ignition cable and the sensor wire to the 
S87.

9. Wire the S87 using the appropriate cross reference 
chart below. The gas control and the thermostat must 
be powered from the same transformer when the S87 is 
used. Some S825 systems had two transformers; in 
this type of system, rewire to use only one transformer 
with minimum 40 VA load rating.

Conversion from S825A to S87C,D 

a The ALARM terminal on S87D is not used in this applica-
tion.

Conversion from S825B to S87D

a Some S825C models have a terminal labeled GND and one 
labeled T2. On these models, connect T2 and GND from 
S825 to 25 V (GND) and GND (BURNER), respectively, on 
S87.

b lf a second gas valve is connected between GRD/T2 and 24 
V-T1, move the 24 V-T1 lead to VALVE (upper) and the 
GRD/T2 lead to VALVE (lower). The two valves will now be 
connected in parallel.

c The ALARM terminal on S87D is not used in this applica-
tion.

Conversion from S825D with Single Valve and 
One Transformer to S87D 

1. Disconnect gas control from transformer and connect 
to upper S87 terminal labeled VALVE. Make sure other 
controls are still connected to transformer.

2. Remove and discard lead that was connected to S825 
terminal 5. 

3. Make remaining wiring changes:

a Some S825 models have a terminal labeled GND and one 
labeled T2. On these models, connect T2 and GND from 
S825 to 25 V (GND) and GND (BURNER), respectively, on 
S87. 

Conversion from S825D with Two 
Transformers and Two Gas Controls to S87D 

1. Disconnect gas controls and alarm relay (if used) from 
transformer. 

2. Connect alarm relay and temperature controls to one 
transformer with minimum 40 VA load rating. Remove 
other transformer. 

3. Connect gas control transformer lead to upper S87D 
terminal labeled VALVE. 

4. Remove and discard lead that was connected to S825 
terminal 5.

5. Make remaining wiring changes:

a Some S825 models have a terminal labeled GND and one 
labeled T2. On these models, connect T2 and GND from 
S825 to 25 V (GND) and GND (BURNER), respectively, on 
S87.

Conversion from S825D with Dual Valve Gas 
Control and Single Transformer to S87D

1. Disconnect gas control TH lead from transformer and 
connect to upper VALVE terminal on S87D. Make sure 
other controls are still connected to transformer. 

2. Remove and discard lead that was connected to S825 
terminal 5. 

3. Make remaining wiring connections:

a Some S825 models have a terminal labeled GND and one 
labeled T2. On these models, connect T2 and GND from 
S825 to 25 V (GND) and GND (BURNER), respectively, on 
S87.

Lead from S825A Terminal Connect to S87C,D Terminala

5 VALVE (upper)

3 VALVE (lower)

T2 25 V (GND)

24 V-T1 25 V

GND GND (BURNER)

Lead from S825C Terminal Connect to S87C,D Terminalc

VALVE-5 VALVE (upper)

VALVE-3 VALVE (lower)

GRD/T2a,b 25 V (GND)

T1 or 24 V-T1b 25V

Lead from S825D Terminal Connect to S87D Terminal

4 ALARM

3 VALVE (lower)

GRD/T2a 25 V (GND)

T1 or 24 V-T1 25V

Lead from S825D Terminal Connect to S87D Terminal

4 ALARM

3 VALVE (lower)

GRD/T2a 25 V (GND)

T1 or 24 V-T1 25V

Lead from S825D Terminal Connect to S87D Terminal

4 ALARM

3 VALVE (lower)

GRD/T2a 25 V (GND)

T1 or 24 V-T1 25V
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Conversion from S825D in Two-stage Burner 
System with Two Gas Valves to S87D

1. Disconnect transformer powering gas controls and 
S825D. Make sure remaining transformer has at least 
40 VA load rating. 

2. Remove and discard lead that was connected to S825 
terminal 5. 

3. Connect lead that was between second gas control and 
transformer to upper VALVE terminal on S87. 

4. Make remaining wiring connections:

a Some S825 models have a terminal labeled GND and one 
labeled T2. On these models, connect T2 and GND from 
S825 to 25 V (GND) and GND (BURNER), respectively, on 
S87.

Lead from S825D Terminal Connect to S87D Terminal

4 ALARM

3 VALVE (lower)

GRD/T2a 25 V (GND)

T1 or 24 V-T1 25V
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